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OBJECTIVE OF THE VISIT
Delegation from Kyrgyzstan, consisting of designers and representatives of the universities visited
Tajikistan during the period of February 20-24, 2011 (List of Kyrgyz delegation members and schedule of
meetings are provided in Annexes 1 and 2). The exchange visit was organized under the Trade
Promotion Program in Tajikistan funded by SECO.
The visit aimed to introduce Kyrgyz business service providers to Tajik T&C companies, share
experiences, facilitate establishing business contacts and possible cooperation between T&C companies
and business services, and also between universities of Tajikistan and Kyrgyzstan.

DAY 1 - ROUNDTABLE IN THE MINISTRY OF ENERGY & INDUSTRY (MEI)
In the first day of visit, February 21, a roundtable was conducted in the Ministry of Energy and Industry
with participation of representatives of relevant ministries, textile and clothing companies, university and
ITC project office in Tajikistan (Agenda and List of Participants attached in Annexes 3 and 4).
After introducing the Kyrgyz delegation and participants, the speech was made by Mr. Dilshod Rasulov,
Head of Light Industry Division, MEI about the importance of this mission for the development of clothing
sector in Tajikistan.
The second part of the event was devoted to the presentations made by Kyrgyz delegation. The videopresentation was made by Ms. Damira Aitykeyeva, Head of Department of Fashion Design, Kyrgyz State
University of Construction, Transport and Architecture. As a post-graduate student, Ms. Gulzat Alybekova
made a presentation about the Department of Technology of Light Industry at the Kyrgyz Technical
University. According to representatives of Kyrgyz universities, T&C companies and agencies, such as
the Association of Light Industry of Kyrgyzstan “LegProm” actively collaborate with the universities in
Kyrgyzstan and support them. Kyrgyz LegProm in collaboration with the promotion centers and
universities conduct various exhibitions and fairs, such as “Fashion industry” and “Fashion week”, where
students can participate and present their works to enterprises and agencies. They recommended to
Tajik T&C enterprises to participate in these events, which may be one of the good ways for finding good
and relevant specialists for their companies.
Next speech was made by Ms. Asel Mukasheva, Designer about activities of the Design-Studio
“Imagine”. The last presentation was made by Mr. Bakyt Tulparov, ITC National Consultant on Fashion &
Trends in Textile & Clothing, who talked about the activities and benefits of trend houses and style
agencies in the clothing industry.
In the last part of the roundtable, discussion was held between Kyrgyz delegation and other participants
of the roundtable. Participants were informed about the T&C sector in Kyrgyzstan, how industry with
around 7000 enterprises is growing and what are the main reasons behind the boom of this industry in
Kyrgyzstan. According to Kyrgyz specialists, official statistics show that the production of Kyrgyzstan
clothing industry in 2010 amounted to 600 million US dollars.

Meeting in the Technological University of Tajikistan (TUT)
In the second part of the day, the Kyrgyz delegation visited the Technological University of Tajikistan
(TUT) and held a meeting with teachers and students of this university. The Kyrgyz delegation was
welcomed by Professor Nurali Shoev, Chancellor of the Technological University of Tajikistan. Kyrgyz
specialists made presentations about their institutions and companies. Ms. Damira Aitykeyeva, Head of
Department of Fashion Design, Kyrgyz State University of Construction, Transport and Architecture, in
her presentation informed participants about active participation of their students in “Fashion week”
organized in Kyrgyzstan. Most Kyrgyz students conduct their entire internships in the garment factories
and the majority of them even start their professional activity while study in the university. According to
Damira, there is a lack of good cooperation and connections between the T&C companies and
universities. She recommended to representatives and students of the Technological University of
Tajikistan to participate in the fairs and “Fashion week” in Bishkek.
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Ms. Gulzat Alybekova during her presentation invited Tajik colleagues to the conference on light industry
development, which will be held in Bishkek this year.
The last presentation was made by Ms. Jamila Nurmatovna, Head of Department of Art Design and
History of Applied Arts, TUT, who introduced Kyrgyz guests about the Department and its activities.
After discussions between professors and students of the TUT, there was a short tour to the Department
of Art Design and History of Applied Arts, where guests got acquainted with students’ works.
At the final part, the meeting was conducted with Professor Nurali Shoev, Chancellor of the Technological
University of Tajikistan. He once again welcomed guests from Kyrgyzstan and expressed great interest in
establishing cooperation between TUT and Kyrgyz universities and noted about possible cooperation in
the followings areas:
1) Establishing a joint Tajik-Kyrgyz student innovative center on design and fashion under
Technopark of TUT;
2) Establishing scientific-academic cooperation between TUT and Kyrgyz universities, including
conducting joint academic works, research activities and publications among professors and
students, invitation for participation in relevant conferences and events in both countries;
3) Arranging joint events, such as organization of competitions, fashion shows/exhibitions between
TUT and Kyrgyz universities;
4) Invitation of Kyrgyz trainer for conducting the course on “Application of computer software for
Design and Fashion in T&C industry” for TUT students.
Kyrgyz specialists noted that they will contact TUT upon arrival to Kyrgyzstan and discussing the above
proposals with the administration of relevant Kyrgyz universities.
Kyrgyz delegation expressed their gratitude to the University administration, professors and students for
organizing this meeting and readiness for cooperation.

DAY 2 - COMPANY VISITS IN DUSHANBE
Meeting in Dilorom company
On the second day of their mission, Kyrgyz specialists were invited to Dilorom company. Mr. Shovali
Davlatov, the company director welcomed guests and provided brief information about his company. He
expressed his great interest in establishing a joint venture with Kyrgyz companies. Guests noted that they
will be in contact with some Kyrgyz companies and will contact Mr. Davlatov, if there would be any such
interest.
As the representative of Design Studio “Imagine”, Ms. Asel Mukasheva mentioned about the importance
of the design studios in way that they can provide ready samples, and in that a company will not need to
employ a full-time designer and a patternmaker of high class, but may use the services of design studios,
which is much cheaper. This type of service is widely used by clothing enterprises in Kyrgyzstan.
Informing about experience of Dushanbe textile factory “Nassojii Tojik”, Ms. Damira Aytikeeva mentioned
about two undergraduate students from her university, who came to Tajikistan last year and now working
in “Nassojii Tojik”. Similarly, they can provide high-skilled students to Dilorom as well, who can help
Dilorom company to diversify its products.
Ms. Gulzat Alybaeva informed that many Kyrgyz companies started as small companies in late 90s, and
the reason for their development was that they paid special attention to the quality of product. Thus, she
recommended to Mr. Davlatov to enhance qualification of his operators and specialists in order to get
better quality of products. She introduced the “team method”, which is widely used in Kyrgyz companies.
After the meeting the tour was conducted to the production site. Guest gave high value to the
professionalism of patternmakers and some operators, including those involved in zardoozi and guldoozi.
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Meeting in Yoqutiyon company
The second visited company was Yoqutiyon. Kyrgyz delegation visited the factory’s productions sites and
storage facility. They were impressed to see such a big factory with modern technology and equipment.
After the site visit, the meeting was conducted with Mr. Abduhalim Kadirov, General Director of
“Yoqutiyon”. Mr. Kadirov expressed his gratitude to ITC project office for organizing this visit. After
providing background information about the company, Mr. Kadirov mentioned about their current they
need for the professional patternmakers and designers for development and production of school
uniforms.
Kyrgyz specialists informed that there can be three options for collaboration with Yoqutiyon company, as
follows:
1) Yoqutiyon company can order ready samples of end product (including ready patterns, with all
required specifications and color choices) from specialized design studios, like design -studio
“Imagine”, Kyrgyzstan;
2) Yoqutiyon company can be provided with skilled intern students in summer period. These
students may conduct their internships in Yoqutiyon company; and
3) They can look for professional specialists (a designer and patternmaker or other specialist if
needed) among former students graduated from their universities.
Underlining about the factory’s capacity and workload, Mr. Kadirov noted the importance of professional
specialists in his factory. According to him, this year the company is assigned by the Government of
Tajikistan for production of school uniforms. The final sample of school uniforms will be approved by the
Ministry of Education, then will be put into production in Yoqutiyon company. For fulfilling this task the
company ordered new equipment and machineries and extended the production lines.
According to Mr. Kadirov, the company is ready to hire two specialists: a designer and a pattern maker, to
pay each USD 500/month, plus their accommodation expenses. Kyrgyz specialists agreed that they will
cooperate to find the appropriate designer and patternmaker in Kyrgyzstan according to terms and
conditions offered by Mr. Kadirov. Upon arrival to Kyrgyzstan on Monday, February 28 Kyrgyz specialists
will contact Mr. Kadirov with final offer of two specialists: a designer and a patternmaker.
Mr. Kadirov thanked Kyrgyz guests for their visit and expressed readiness for the future cooperation. He
also expressed interest on practical training courses provided by Kyrgyz specialists. Other collaboration in
the future would be inviting Kyrgyz specialists to Tajikistan to teach operators, patternmakers and other
specialists of Yoqutiyon factory.

Meeting in Guliston company
The delegation was welcomed by Mr. Gulboev Azam, Finance Manager of the company. Then there was
a short tour to the factory site, which guided by Mr. Rustam Nazarov, Chief-Engineer of Guliston
company. They were shown various departments of the factory, including production lines, CAD system
and operations room, department of designers, dying and packing units.
After the factory tour, a meeting was conducted with Mr. Begov Dilshod, General Director of “Guliston”.
Kyrgyz specialists gave brief information about their activities in Kyrgyzstan and expressed their
impression about the factory’s capacity, good organization of production, quality of products, modern
equipment and technology, professionalism of the staff and specialists.
In the last part of the visit Ms. Damira Mukasheva, Mr. Rustam Shodibekov, ITC National Consultant on
T&C sector, Mr. Dilshod Bekov, Director of “Guliston” gave interview to TV “Mir” (a special channel for
CIS countries) on the aim of this visit and its possible outcomes.

DAY 3 - VISIT TO KHUJAND
In the first part of the day, a roundtable was conducted in the Conference Hall of Polytechnic Institute of
the Technological University of Tajikistan with participation of the representatives of textile and clothing
companies, universities and ITC national consultants in Khujand (Agenda and List of Participants
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attached in Annexes 5 and 6). After welcoming remarks by Mr. Anvar Maksudov, Director of Polytechnic
Institute of the Technological University of Tajikistan, Kyrgyz delegation made their presentations.
There were interesting discussions during the roundtable. For instance, it was found out that the labor
cost in Kyrgyzstan is much higher than Tajikistan. The average salary of the sewing operator in
Kyrgyzstan is about 100 USD per week and some clothing companies face shortage of sewing operators.
While there are relatively surplus of high skilled sewing operators in Khujand, who get lower salaries and
they can go to Kyrgyzstan to earn more. Also, there is lack of good marketing specialists and designers in
Tajik T&C enterprises. According to Mr. Shuhrat Azizov, Deputy Director of “Zinat”, the number of taxes
and their rates are not favorable for the sector’s development. But in Kyrgyzstan, in turn, clothing
companies operate on the basis of patent system, and the taxation is made under the simplified
approach. Also, the Kyrgyz companies are very dynamic, market-oriented, constantly coming up with new
designs and rapidly response to the changes in the market demand and requirements, which is not the
case for Tajik T&C companies. It was also emphasized that the connections between the universities and
companies should be strengthened; student internships in the factories should be improved, etc.
Representatives of Khujand companies requested from ITC project to consider the possibility of
organizing similar visit to Kyrgyzstan to become closely familiar with the experience of Kyrgyz clothing
companies.
At the end of the roundtable, both sides expressed their desire and willingness for cooperation in future.
In the second part of the day, Kyrgyz delegation visited “Textile City”, “Zinat” and “Leader” companies in
Khujand.

DAY 4 – OVERALL IMPRESSIONS AND FEEDBACKS BY KYRGYZ DELEGATION
Due to morning flight to Bishkek, in the morning of the last day, there was a short meeting with Kyrgyz
specialists in ITC project office to know about their overall impressions and feedbacks of this visit. The
impressions and feedbacks, as well our findings can be summarized as follows:









In general, the visit was very interesting, useful and beneficial for both sides. Kyrgyz service
providers visited the Tajik T&C companies and universities in Dushanbe and Khujand and closely
familiarized with the situation, established contacts and discussed possible cooperation with Tajik
side.
Definitely, there a lot of opportunities for cooperation between Tajik and Kyrgyz partners, but the
details of cooperation and signing contracts will be identified later once the Kyrgyz specialists will
discuss these opportunities with their management.
As experts of clothing sector, they were impressed by scales of T&C sector and the big potential
of Tajik T&C companies, besides those difficulties, which they face in rigid conditions of market
economy. In fact, according to Kyrgyz companies, the majority of Kyrgyz companies are
efficiently operating as small companies.
There are 7 institutions only in Bishkek, which have department related to fashion design and
patternmaking. However, there is only one university in Tajikistan, which have such department
(TUT in Dushanbe with its branch in Khujand).
It was noted that there is lack of good cooperation between the T&C companies and universities.
The internship system for students should be much improved by learning Kyrgyz experience.
It is important to have an active sectoral association to lobby the interests of the sector and
provide overall support of the sector. Kyrgyz “LegProm” plays a significant role in this regard.

The feedbacks of some Kyrgyz delegation members are posted in:

http://itctj.wordpress.com/

MEDIA COVERAGE
The exchange visit of Kyrgyz delegation to Tajikistan was widely covered in the local mass media.
Press release of this event was prepared by NC on PR in Tajik, English and Russian and disseminated
among media representatives.
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The news was broadcasted on local TV and radios; articles were published in local newspapers and
posted in various websites in Tajik, Russian and English (see details in Annex 7).

CONCLUSIONS
It was felt that the objectives of the visit were successfully achieved. Both Tajik and Kyrgyz sides
expressed that the visit will create a solid basis for mutual cooperation and bring a lot of benefits for both
Tajik and Kyrgyz sides. National consultants will follow-up and document any such contract or
cooperation that resulted out of this visit.
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ANNEX 1: LIST OF KYRGYZ DELEGATION MEMBERS
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ANNEX 2: SCHEDULE OF MEETINGS AND COMPANY VISITS

Arrival Date: Sunday, 20 February

Part 1. Meetings
Day 1:

21 February 2011

Time

Person(s)

10:00– 12:00

Roundtable with participation of relevant
ministries, and T&C companies
(welcoming remarks by MEI
representative, introduction of Kyrgyz
delegation, presentation (s) by Kyrgyz
representatives, discussions, questionsanswers, conclusion ...)
Meeting with the professors and students
of the Technological University of
Tajikistan (welcoming remarks by TUT
representative, introduction of Kyrgyz
delegation, presentation (s) by Kyrgyz
representatives, discussions, questionsanswers, a separate meeting between the
Kyrgyz delegation and TUT management
to discuss possible cooperation and
partnership between TUT and Kyrgyz
universities and service providers)

13:30– 16:00

Venue and contact
address
Ministry of Energy &
Industry (MEI)

Notes

Technological University
of Tajikistan (TUT)
Mob. (+992 907) 71 67 64
Phone: (+992 37)
2344709, 2347987
Email:
davlatyor77@hotmail.com

Part 2. Company visits
Day 2:

22 February 2011

Time
9:00– 10:20

Person(s)
Visit to LLC “Dilorom”
Mr. Shovali Davlatov,
Director

10:30– 12:30

Visit to LLC “Yokutiyon”
(former “Yokut-2000)
Mr. Abduhalim Kodirov,
General Director

13:30– 15:30

Visit to CJSC “Guliston”
Mr. Dilshod Begov,
General Director

Venue and contact address
41, Gani Abdullo Str., Dushanbe
734013
Phone: (+992 37) 224 22 12
Mob. (+992 93) 500 84 15
Email:
shovalidavlatov@gmail.com
Yokutiyon company
52, Valamatzade Str., Dushanbe
Email: interservice@inbox.ru
Mob. (+992 93) 570 19 98
Phone: (+992 37) 221 48 06
Guliston company
21, Tehron Str., Dushanbe 735025
Phone: (+992 37) 227 56 83
Mob: (+992 93) 534 33 33

Notes
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Email: saidov@guliston.tj
www.guliston.tj

Evening flight from Dushanbe to Khujand
Day 3:

Time
9:00– 12:00

13:00– 14:30

23 February 2011

Person(s)
Roundtable with participation of
T&C companies, professors and
students of the branch of the
Technological University of
Tajikistan in Khujand
(welcoming remarks by TUT
representative, introduction of
Kyrgyz delegation, presentation
(s) by Kyrgyz representatives,
discussions, questions-answers,
conclusion ...)
Visit to Textile City LLC
Mr. Nasim Karimov,
General Director

15:00– 16:30

Visit to JSC “Zinat”
Mr. Maksud Ziyabaev, General
Director

16:30– 17:30

Visit to Leader LLC
Mr. Saidamon Isomaddinov,
Director

Venue and contact address
Branch of Technological
University of Tajikistan (TUT)
in Khujand
Mob: (+992 92) 77 77 811
(Ardasher)
Mob: (+992 92) 779 39 93
(Daria)

Notes

Textile City LLC
Sogd Region, Khujand city,
Lenin Str., 238
Phone: (+992 3422) 6 34 20
Mob: (+992 92) 777 44 59
Email: ilkhom-71@mail.ru
Sogd Region, Khujand city,
2 Baraka Boboeva Str,
Phone: (+992 3422) 6 24 81
Mob: (+992 92) 771 05 77
Email: zmm1959@rambler.ru
www.zinat.tj
Sogd Region, Khujand city,
2 Baraka Boboeva Str,
Phone: (+992 3422) 616 84
Mob: (+992 92) 777 16 84
Email: amidshop@rambler.ru
www.amidgroup.tj

Evening flight from Khujand to Dushanbe

Day 4:

24 February, fight from Dushanbe to Bishkek
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ANNEX 3: MEETING AT MEI-AGENDA
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ANNEX 4: MEETING AT MEI-LIST OF PARTICIPANTS
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ANNEX 5: MEETING IN KHUJAND-AGENDA
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ANNEX 6: MEETING IN KHUJAND-LIST OF PARTICIPANTS
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ANNEX 7 – PR OF KYRGYZ DELEGATION’S VISIT TO TAJIKISTAN
A) PRESS RELEASE
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B) MEDIA COVERAGE
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